Halspan® Prima

First for Environmental Performance and Value

Halspan is pleased to confirm that our tried and
trusted Prima range of internal fire door blanks is now
even greener.

First for green buildings
Developed in response to the growing demand for affordably priced,
environmentally friendly products, Prima now features reduced
formaldehyde emissions.
Independently certified to just 0.05 parts
per million, Prima door blanks and cores
now satisfy both BREEAM and the even
more stringent LEED requirements for
formaldehyde emissions.
A more cost-effective alternative than NAF (non-added formaldehyde)
particle board, though offering matching emission levels, Prima is the
ideal choice for Green Building projects.

Formaldehyde emissions

Class E1

CARB II

Prima E.05

Max 0.10ppm

Max 0.09ppm

0.05ppm

FSC® Chain of Custody certified
Low formaldehyde emissions are just one aspect of green building requirements.
Prima door blanks and cores are also manufactured from sustainably-sourced
materials.
Prima is FSC® Chain of Custody certified, complies with EU Timber Regulation
(EUTR) and can also comply with PEFC™ upon request for PEFC™ materials.
Whichever timber certification scheme you’re working to, Prima has it covered.
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As well as being made from sustainably-sourced materials, Prima is
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Environmental working practices
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with the ISO 14001 international standard.
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manufactured in mills certified for Environmental Management in accordance
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Halspan is also ISO 9001 certified for Quality Management, meaning that our
door blanks and cores are manufactured to the highest standards.

Quality you can trust
Rated at 30 up to 90 minutes’ fire resistance, the Prima range features Halspan’s unique 3-layer
particle board. Specifically designed for the purpose, using a complex combination of chemical
and engineering development, this produces doors of altogether superior quality, strength and
overall performance.

Discover Halspan’s greener Prima range...
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